
MOTHER TONGUES LIBRARY 

The mother tongues library is a DIY multilingual library whose collection documents 
transnational, current and historical written forms. The library was formed following an 
invitation from the Bucharest-founded curatorial unit Infinite Conversation to participate 
in Quote—Unquote, an interdisciplinary platform investigating the mechanisms, uses and 
effects of (public) speech. 

The durational aim of the mother tongues library is to act as a platform for linguistic 
localities to connect and share knowledge through the art of translation. We envision 
the mother tongues library as a space for activity and thought, and a tool for dismantling 
the power held by dominant languages and hierarchies in creative expression and literary 
form. 

The library is built as a DIY resource to both grow as a tool and expand its collection with 
your contributions. However, it is important to note that we will be monitoring and de-
leting any content that is harmful towards marginalised people. 

mother tongues library guide

The mother tongues library guide walks you through the steps on how to donate, index 
and use library material so that the library grows into a collection of texts written in 
different languages along with their translations. The library is a space to share found or 
new written forms and for diy translators to share their translations.  

We are particularly interested in work written in the authors’ mother tongue and count 
on the invaluable work of translators for opening access to their work within different 
localities. We hope to collectively build a multilingual digital collection with work from 
young as well as established writers, including zines, essays, fiction, archival and historical 
ephemera. 

If you are a user of the library and are considering publishing for your own purpose any 
material found in the library please contact the author for their consent. 

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/1w01T-ZxA-5_EloDGmCDsTwjNW9les8iZ


How to contribute to the library as a: 

Donor

We would love it if you would like to share found material in the library. You can add ma-
terial to the library by following these steps: 

Adding to the collection: 

1. Please catalogue the material you are adding to the mother tongues library using 
the library index. Complete as much as you think is necessary. 

2. Create a folder and name it as XX_Author_Title and insert the material into the 
folder. Please use the number that corresponds to the material’s index number.

Adding found translation to the collection:

1. If you are adding a found translation of a pre-existing item in the collection please 
complete the “Translation(s)/ Translator’s name” tab in the library index. 

2. Then file the translation into the item’s folder and rename the translation as XX_
Language_Author_Title

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1wEeDAnO4i7ElE86lmHI56JEgng9c1bQx7S3Z2826xp0/edit?usp=drive_web&ouid=108750918810227650149


If you are donating material by young writers keep in mind that unless they state that
they are happy to circulate the material freely it is necessary to ask for their consent 
before adding their work to the library. If you are unsure please contact us. 

Writer

We would love to have your work in the library if you are a writer, zinester, activist 
etc. with the potential for your work to be translated into multiple languages by the 
library’s DIY translators. You can donate your work to the library by following the 
steps stated above. 

If you have specific requests about how you would like your work to be accessed by 
readers such as disabling the download option to your work please contact us at 
mothertonguescollective@gmail.com prior to inserting your work in the library so we 
can make the necessary permission adjustments. 

Translator

We invite diy translators to expand the library’s collection into as many languages as 
possible. Your contributions will help build mother tongues library and de-centralise 
literary expression. 

Please follow the following steps when adding your translations:

1. If you are adding your translation please complete the tab “Translation(s)/ 
Translator’s name” tab in the library index where the entry of the text you have 
translated is listed.

2. Insert the translation into the folder of the item from the collection you have 
translated and name the translation it as XX_Author_Title_Language.

If you have notes regarding the translation please do share either in the notes tab in 
the library’s index or as a preface to your translation. 


